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Abstract
It is shown that if G is any connected graph on n vertices, then the cover time for random walk
on the Cartesian product graph Gk is at most of order dN (logN )2 for k=2 and at most of order
dN logN for k>3. Here d is the average degree of G and N=nk . In particular N 3=2(logN )2 is a
general upper bound in the case k =2 and N (k+1)=k logN is a general upper bound for k>3. By
considering the case when G is a suitable lollipop-type graph it is shown that these bounds are
tight up to a constant. These results generalize known results for Z kn , where Zn is the n-path.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider a connected graph G = (V; E) on n vertices and a simple random walk on
G. The quantity in focus in this paper is the cover time EvC where C is the time taken
for the random walk to visit all vertices of the graph and where Ev denotes expectation
with respect to the probability measure obtained by starting the random walk from the
vertex v.
Over the last few years much eort has been put into calculating the cover time
for dierent G’s and dierent v’s and to obtain general upper and lower bounds for
EvC. For an introduction to the subject the reader is recommended to look into the
draft book by Aldous and Fill [2], in particular Chapters 3, 5 and 6. For instance,
it is known that a general lower bound for minv EvC is (1 + o(1))n log n and that a
general upper bound for maxv EvC is (1 + o(1))4n3=27. For proofs see Feige [7,8].
These bounds are tight up to small order terms; the cover time on the complete graph
on n vertices is readily seen to be n
Pn−1
i=1 1=i  n log n and the lollipop graph, Ln,
where a path of length n=3 extends from a clique of size 2n=3, has a cover time of
(1 + o(1))4n3=27 provided the walk starts from the clique. (Formally, Ln is dened
to have vertex set f1; : : : ; ng, where n is assumed to be a multiple of 3, and edge set
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Fig. 1. The graph H 2.
f(i; j): 16i< j62n=3g[f(i− 1; i): i=2n=3+1; : : : ; ng. This graph will be mentioned
again later on.)
Let Zn be the n-path, i.e. the graph on vertex set f1; : : : ; ng with edge set f(i; i+1):
i = 1; : : : ; n − 1g, and consider the product graph Z kn , k = 1; 2; : : : . It is known (see
[1,11]) that for k = 1, EvC = (n2) and for k = 2, EvC = (n2(log n)2) whereas for
k>3, EvC = (nk log n). Thus, in terms of the number of vertices, Z2n is covered
faster than Zn and Z kn , k>3, is even faster. The question we address in this paper is
if this pattern holds for any n-vertex graph G, i.e. if the product graph Gk is covered
faster the larger k gets. The answer turns out to be yes, at least in terms of general
asymptotic upper bounds. The precise denition of a product graph is as follows.
Denition 1.1. Let H1 = (V1; E1) and H2 = (V2; E2) be two nite graphs. The product
graph H1  H2 is the graph with vertex set V1  V2 such that ((u1; u2); (v1; v2)) is an
edge if either u1 = v1 and (u2; v2)2E2 or u2 = v2 and (u1; v1)2E1.
If H is a nite graph, then H 2 is understood to denote the graph H  H and Hk ,
k>3 is given inductively by Hk = Hk−1  H = H  Hk−1.
The denition of a product graph is a bit hard to penetrate at once. In words the
graph H 2 is obtained by associating the vertex set V 2 with the vertices of Z2n and
then drawing the edges so that each row and column becomes a copy of H . Fig. 1
illustrates H 2 for H = (f1; 2; 3; 4g; f(1; 2); (2; 3); (3; 4); (1; 3)g).
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let G = (V; E) be any connected graph on n vertices and dene the
average degree by d = d(n):=2jEj=n. Let k 2f2; 3; : : :g; let C be the time taken for
a random walk on Gk to visit all vertices and set N = nk . Then we have for k =
2 that maxv2 V 2 EvC = O( dN (logN )2) and for k>3 we have that maxv2 V k EvC =
O( dN logN ). These bounds are tight.
An immediate consequence is that when d = O(1), then the cover time on Gk is
O(N (logN )2) for k =2 and O(N logN ) for k>3. In particular we have the following
consequences.
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Corollary 1.3. The cover time for a random walk on Z kn is at most of order N (logN )
2
if k = 2 and at most of order N logN if k>3. The same conclusions are valid for
T k if T is some n-vertex tree.
As mentioned above the rst part of Corollary 1.3 is an already known result.
Remark. It is natural to ask if it is always true that Gk is covered faster the larger k
gets, in terms of the number of vertices. In a strict sense the answer is no. Consider,
e.g., the case G=Z2, where the cover time on G itself is 1 and the cover time on G2
is 6. However, we believe that the following holds.
Conjecture 1.4. Let G be a graph on n vertices. Then for any xed k
n−k maxv2 V E
(k)
v C
n−1 maxv2 V k E
(1)
v C
=O(1);
where E i is expectation with respect to the measure given by random walk on Gi.
The method we are going to use is the connection between random walks on graphs
and electrical networks along with Matthews’ method for bounding the cover time. The
necessary preliminaries are given in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.2.
2. Preliminaries
We are considering a random walk on the n-vertex connected graph G=(V; E). Let
us rst introduce some basic notation and terminology. Let the random variable Tv,
v2V , denote the time taken for the random walk to reach vertex v for the rst time.
The hitting time H (u; v) is dened as the expectation EuTv. The commute time C(u; v),
u; v2V , is given by H (u; v) + H (v; u), i.e. the time taken for the random walk to go
from u to v and back again. The quantity H (u; v)−H (v; u) is called the dierence time
and is denoted D(u; v). Dierence times are nice in the sense that they are additive,
a fact which follows from the so called cyclic tour property for reversible Markov
chains, see [5].
Lemma 2.1. For any three vertices u; v and w
D(u; w) = D(u; v) + D(v; w):
An important technique in the analysis of random walks on graphs upon which we
shall rely heavily in this paper is the electrical network connection. We regard the
edges as resistors with unit resistance and we dene the eective resistance R(u; v)
between two vertices, u and v, as i−1 where i is the current owing into v when a
1 volt battery is applied to u and v. It can be shown that the eective resistances
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between vertices relate to the corresponding commute times through the following
result, proved by Chandra et al. [4].
Lemma 2.2. For any two vertices u and v
C(u; v) = 2jEjR(u; v):
Lemma 2.2 was later generalized by Tetali [10] to the following result for hitting
times.
Lemma 2.3. For any two vertices u and v
H (u; v) = 1=2
X
w2 V
dw(R(u; v) + R(u; w)− R(v; w));
where dw is the degree of w.
We will also need the fact that eective resistances are subadditive. This a long
known fact but if one so wishes one can prove it by appealing to Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.4. For any three vertices; u; v and w;
R(u; v)6R(u; w) + R(v; w):
We will be concerned a lot with giving upper and lower bounds on eective
resistances. Two important tools are Rayleigh’s Monotonicity Law and Thomson’s
Principle. These methods are introduced and proved e.g. in the excellent book of
Doyle and Snell [6].
Rayleigh’s Monotonicity Law states that by increasing the resistance of one or more
of the resistors in an electrical network one cannot decrease any of the eective resis-
tances in that network. Two immediate consequences are the Shorting Law, which says
that shorting a set of vertices together cannot increase any of the eective resistances,
and the Cutting Law, saying that removing a set of edges cannot decrease any of the
eective resistances.
To state Thomson’s Principle we need to introduce the term unit ow. For two
vertices u and v we say that the function j : V  V ! R is a ow from u to v if
(a) j(x; y) =−j(y; x),
(b)
P
y2 V j(x; y) = 0; x 62 fu; vg,
(c) if (x; y) is not an edge, then j(x; y) = 0.
Let j(x) =
P
y2 V j(x; y), so that (b) states that j(x) = 0 for all x but u and v. If j is
a ow which in addition satises that j(u) = −j(v) = 1, then j is called a unit ow.
Let F(u; v) denote the set of all unit ows from u to v. Thomson’s Principle says that
the energy dissipation 12
P
x;y2 V j
2(x; y) in the network with unit ow j is minimized
for the unit ow satisfying Kirchho’s laws, i.e. the real ow of electrical current that
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would result from applying a 1 ampere current source to the vertices u and v. One
consequence, which will be the important one for us, is the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5.
R(u; v) = min
j2F(u; v)
X
(x;y)2 E
j2(x; y):
Finally, before coming down to business, we introduceMatthews’ method for bound-
ing cover times. It was originally proved in [9] but a proof can also be found in [2].
(The result readily follows on using one ingenious trick, namely to give the vertices a
uniformly chosen random order independent of the random walk. For the lower bound
part this random order should be given only to the vertices of the subset V0.)
Lemma 2.6. Let + = maxu;v H (u; v). Then
max
v
EvC6+hn;
where hn is the harmonic series
Pn
i=1 1=i. Further if V0 is any subset of the vertex
set V and − =minu;v2 V0 ;u 6=v H (u; v) then
min
v
EvC>−hjV0j−1:
3. Proofs
The following result for Z kn will provide a useful tool. It should be noted that this
result is not an original result of the present paper and that the proof is essentially
covered by Doyle and Snell (1984) and Zuckerman (1992).
Lemma 3.1. (a) Let u and v be any two vertices of Z2n . Then
R(u; v)< 8hn:
On the other hand one can nd a subset V0 of vertices of Z2n such that jV0j= n and
such that R(u; v)>hn=16 for any u; v2V0.
(b) Consider Z kn for some k>3. There exists a nite constant Kk such that
R(u; v)6Kk
for any vertices u and v.
Proof. For the upper bound in (a) we use Lemma 2.5 to rst give a bound for R((1; 1);
(n; n)). Let j be a unit ow from (1; 1) to (n; n) such that
P
y jj(x; y)j = 2=(m + 1)
for all vertices x= (x1; x2) with x1 + x2 − 2 =m or 2n− x1 − x2 =m, k = 1; 2; : : : ; n. In
words the ow into (or out from) the vertex x is 1=(m+1) for all x at graphical distance
m form (1; 1) or (n; n). That such a unit ow exists becomes clear after some thought;
indeed the ow j given by j((x1; x2); (x1 + 1; x2)) = x1=((x1 + x2)(x1 + x2 − 1)) and
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Fig. 2. Z24 and the unit ow j.
j((x1; x2)(x1; x2 +1))= x2=((x1 + x2)(x1 + x2−1)), x1 + x2−26n−1 and symmetrically
for x1 + x2 − 2>n is such a ow. Fig. 2 illustrates for Z24 .
Now since the absolute value of the ow along an edge cannot be larger than the
ow into any of the neighboring vertices we have that the 2m edges going between
vertices at distance m − 1 and m from (1; 1); m = 1; : : : ; n, have ows bounded by
1=(m+ 1). Thus by Lemma 2.5
R((1; 1); (n; n))62
nX
m=1
2m
(m+ 1)2
< 4hn:
Now, we use [3, Theorem 1] which states that on ZnG for any nite connected graph
G and any x; y2V (G) the eective resistance between (1; x) and (z; y) is maximized
when z = n. If (x1; x2) is any vertex of Z2n we have by applying this theorem twice
that
R((1; 1); (x1; x2))6R((1; 1); (x1; n))6R((1; 1); (n; n)):
By applying this together with Lemma 2.4 with w = (1; 1) it follows that
R(u; v)6R(u; (1; 1)) + R(v; (1; 1))62R((1; 1); (n; n))< 8hn
as claimed.
For (b) we do a similar argument; consider e.g. the case k=3 and dene a unit ow
j from (1; 1; 1) to (n; n; n) such that the ow into each vertex at graphical distance m
from (1; 1; 1) or (n; n; n) is 2=((m+ 1)(m+ 2)) =O(m−2). Again by using Lemma 2.5
it readily follows that
R((1; 1; 1); (n; n; n)) = O(1):
Now use [3, Theorem 1] three times and combine this with Lemma 2.4 to prove the
claim. The cases k>4 are analogous.
For the second part of (a), let for i=1; 2; : : : ; Bi denote the induced subgraph of Z2
on the vertex set fx2Z2: max(jx1j; jx2j)6ig, i.e. the square grid with side length 2i
centered at the origin. Let @Bi = fx: max(jx1j; jx2j) = ig be the boundary of Bi. Regard
as usual Z2 as an electrical network of unit resistors. Assume that for some xed m we
have shorted together all the vertices of @Bm and let rm denote the eective resistance
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Fig. 3. The grid B3 with @B1, @B2 and @B3 shorted.
between @Bm and the origin. By the Shorting Law rm cannot increase if we also short
@Bi for i=1; : : : ; m−1. See Fig. 3. Since there are 4(2i−1)< 8i parallel edges between
@Bi−1 and @Bi, (where @B0 is just the origin itself) we have that
rm>
mX
i=1
1
8i
=
hm
8
:
Now let us turn back to Z2n . It is clear that we can nd n disjoint square grids
with side length M>[n1=2=2] in Z2n . Let V0 = fx1; : : : ; xng be the center points of these
grids. Since shorting the boundaries of these grids can only serve to decrease eective
resistances we get for xi; xl 2V0 that
R(xi; xl)>2rM>hM =4>h[n1=2=2]=4>hn=16
for i 6= l as desired.
Lemma 3.1 extends to the following general result.
Proposition 3.2. Let G be any n-vertex connected graph and let u and v be two
vertices of G2. Then
R(u; v)680hn:
If u and v are instead vertices of Gk for k>3; then; with Kk as in Lemma 3:1;
R(u; v)610Kk:
Proof. Note rst that if n6m65n and x and y are two vertices of Zn Zm then we
can nd vertices x0; : : : ; x5 with x0 = x and x5 = y such that for i = 1; : : : ; 5 there is a
copy of Z2n contained in Zn Zm which contains xi and xi−1. Thus, Lemmas 3:1; 2:4
and the Cutting law imply that R(x; y)65  8hn = 40hn. Likewise, for k>3, if n =
m16m26   6mk65n and x and y are two vertices of
Qk
i=1 Zmi then R(x; y)65Kk .
By setting K2 = K2(n) = 8hn this last inequality holds for all k>2 and what we want
to prove is that for any xed k and u; v2Gk we have R(u; v)610Kk .
Let for w; w0 2V , dist(w; w0) denote the graphical distance between w and w0, i.e. the
length of a shortest path between w and w0. Let diam(G) denote maxw;w0 2 V dist(w; w0),
the diameter of G.
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Now x any u=(u1; : : : ; uk) and v=(v1; : : : ; vk) in V k . For each i=1; : : : ; k pick zi 2V
such that min(dist(zi; ui); dist(zi; vi))>[(diam(G) + 3)=4]>diam(G)=5. (That such a
choice can be made follows from the triangle inequality for graphical distance: Let
w; w0 2V be such that dist(w; w0) = diam(G). If we can take zi to be w or w0 then we
are done. If not, then the triangle inequality implies that dist(ui; vi)>diam(G)=2 + 1=2
and we can take zi to be a suitably chosen vertex on a shortest path between ui and vi.)
We have hereby chosen a new vertex z such that diam(G)=56dist(zi; ui); dist(zi; vi)6
diam(G) for each i.
Let for each i the path Pi be a shortest path between zi and ui. By the denition of
a product graph, Gk contains
Qk
i=1 Pi as a subgraph, so by the Cutting Law we have
that R(u; z) is bounded by the eective resistance, R0(u; z) between u and z in this
subgraph. However, by the above observations R0(u; z)65Kk . Thus, R(u; z)65Kk and
an analogous argument shows that R(v; z)65Kk and so by Lemma 2.4, R(u; v)610Kk
as desired.
Remark. To go via the vertex z in the proof of Proposition 3.2 may seem unnecessarily
complicated and at rst sight it might seem to be sucient to consider the product
of the shortest paths between ui and vi; i = 1; : : : ; k. These paths however, may have
widely dierent lengths so this technique sometimes produces resistance bounds of
much higher order than logN .
With Proposition 3.2 at hand we are ready to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Consider rst G2. Since H (u; v) is obviously bounded by
C(u; v) it follows from Lemma 2.2 that H (u; v)62jEjR(u; v) = dNR(u; v) which by
Proposition 3.2 is bounded by 80 dNhn=(1+o(1))40 dN logN . By Lemma 2.6 we thus
have that
max
u2 V 2
EvC6(1 + o(1))40 dN (logN )2 = O( dN (logN )2)
which establishes the upper bound for G2. The proof for Gk; k>3, is completely
analogous.
For the tightness of the bound, let us again rst consider G2. Let G be any connected
graph on n vertices and construct the lollipop type graph H by adjoining to one of the
vertices of G a path of length n. Formally, we denote the vertices of G as f1; : : : ; ng
in some arbitrary order and let V (H) = V (G) [ fn + 1; : : : ; 2ng and E(H) = E(G) [
f(n; n+ 1); (n+ 1; n+ 2); : : : ; (2n− 1; 2n)g. Then by the denition of a product graph
H 2 contains a copy of Z2n as an induced subgraph. By (the proof of) Lemma 3.1 there
is thus a subset V0 of n vertices of H 2 such that R(u; v)>h2n=16 for each two distinct
u and v of V0. By Lemma 2.2 C(u; v)>2 d(H 2)n2hn=16> d(G)Nhn=8 = ( dN logN )
for each u; v2V0. (We write only d instead of d(G) and d(H) from now on as these
are of the same order.) We want to use this together with Lemma 2.6. However this
requires lower bounds on hitting times and such do not follow immediately from lower
bounds on commute times. Luckily this can be dealt with by using the additivity of
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dierence times, Lemma 2.1. By this lemma we can order the vertices of V0 in an
order fv1; : : : ; vng such that if i6j then D(vi; vj)>0. With this ordering we get that
n−1X
i=1
D(vi; vi+1) = D(v1; vn)6C(v1; vn) = O( dN logN ):
This implies that there must be two indices i0 and i1 with ji0 − i1j>[n1=2] such that
D(vi0 ; vi1 ) = O(( dN logN )=n
1=2) = O( dN 3=4 logN ) = o( dN logN ). By the positivity of
the D(vi; vj)’s for i6j the last equality is valid for all i; j with i06i6j6i1. Therefore,
the subset V1=fvi0 ; vi0+1; : : : ; vi1g of V0 satises jV1j>[n1=2] and H (u; v)=( dN logN )
for all distinct u; v2V1. By Lemma 2.6 it follows that
min
v
EvC =( dN logN )h[n1=2] = ( dN (logN )
2)
as desired.
The cases k>3 follow similarly but are in fact a bit easier since it follows imme-
diately that for any vertices u; v of Z kn we have R(u; v)>2=(2k + 1) = (1). To see
this we use the general fact that R(u; v)>1=(du + 1) + 1=(dv + 1) which follows from
the Shorting Law by rst replacing the possible edge between u and v by two new
vertices joined only to u and v and then shorting together all vertices but u and v. The
rest of the arguments are identical to the case k = 2.
Remark. Note that since d= O(n) = O(N 1=2) for G2 the general upper bound on the
cover time is O(N 3=2(logN )2) which is obtained e.g. for L2n. Similarly L
k
n is extremal
up to a constant for all k.
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